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Saint Motel  “Van Horn”
The first single from their EP, The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack: Pt. 1, out now      Mediabase 23*, BDS Monitored 22*, 
Indicator #17,  Mediabase Alt 27*!  New: WTMD   ON: WXRT, WMMM, WXRV, WRNR, WRLT, KRVB, WNCS, WXPK, WPYA, 
WQKL, Music Choice, WYEP, KJAC, WZEW, KPND, WAPS, WFPK, KTBG, WYMS...    2020 US dates kick off later this month

Vampire Weekend  “Sunflower” (feat. Steve Lacy)
The third single from Father Of The Bride    THREE GRAMMY NOMINATIONS!   Album Of The Year, Best Alt Album, Best Rock Song (Harmony Hall)
Mediabase 29*, BDS Monitored 25*!   New: Sirius Spectrum, KRVB, WCLY, WZEW,, KROK   ON: WRLT, KCMP, Music Choice, WXRV, WNCS, WRNR, 
WPYA, WFUV, WYEP, WERS, KJAC, WCLZ, WCNR, KVNA, KTBG, WRSI, KPND, WJCU, WXCT, KVOQ...   World tour returns to the US in May

G. Love “Go Crazy” (feat. Keb’ Mo’)
From The Juice, produced by Keb’ Mo’, out this Friday    Mediabase 31*, BDS Monitored 31*, BDS Indicator 18*!   New: WBDB, WZLO, WVMP, KTSN, 
KSPN, WPCO...   ON: KBCO, WRNR, WXRV, Music Choice, WRLT, WNCS, WQKL, WKLQ, WWCT, WXPN, WFPK, KPND, WCOO, KYMK, KJAC, WYEP...
“A party jam for our troubled times” - G. Love on the track     The album is produced by Keb’ Mo’ and also features Robert Randolph, Marcus King and more

Dan Luke and the Raid  “Fool”
The first single from their New West debut Out of The Blue, out now    New this week: WZEW, KROK, WXRY, KXCI    Rising at Alternative
ON: Music Choice, WTMD, WPYA, WAPS, WFPK, WCLX, WFIV, WYCE, WCBE, KYSL, KSMF, WFHB    Recently wrapped up a run of dates with Starcrawler then 
Seratones  “Ready to stake their own claim as the next big thing from Bowling Green.” - FLOOD    Dan’s brothers are Matt and Brad from Cage The Elephant

Devon Gilfillian  “Unchained”
From his debut album Black Hole Rainbow, out now    Mediabase #13, BDS Monitored 9*, Indicator 4*, JBE Tracks 6*, Public 5*
New: WTYD, KEXP, WFHB, Acoustic Cafe...   ON: KBCO, WRNR, WXRV, WTTS, WRLT, KCMP, WXPN, CIDR, KCSN, WFUV, KXT, WPYA, 
WXPK, KJAC, KTBG, WFPK, WTMD, WCLZ, WNCS, WYMS, WZEW, WQKL, KRVB, WYEP...   On tour with Grace Potter through February

Pinegrove  “Phase”
The first single from Marigold, out this Friday    BDS Monitored New & Active, JBE Tracks Debut 43*!   New: WXRV, WNCS, WCOO, WRSI, WZLO, KROK
ON: WRLT, Music Choice, KCSN, WPYA, WTMD, WFPK, KTBG, WCNR, WAPS, WDST, WCLX, WFIV, WBJB, WJCU, KJAC, KUMT, KVYN...  
“Pinegrove continues to make introspective and energetic songs... a song about gratitude in the face of chaos.” - NPR    National tour in February

Big Thief  “Not”
The first single from Two Hands, out now    JBE Public 12*!    New: WBDB, KNBA   ON: KCMP, WFUV, WFPK, KCSN, KUTX, WTMD, WAPS, WYEP, 
WYMS, KEXP, Music Choice, KVOQ, KJAC, WFIV, WCBE, WYCE, WRSI, KCLC, WKZE...  “A towering statement from a group constantly leapfrogging 
over themselves.” - Pitchfork   “The song is a fan favorite at Big Thief ’s live shows, but the studio recording is stunning.” - UPROXX    Grammy Nominee!

Alanis Morissette  “Reasons I Drink”
The first single from Such Pretty Forks In The Road, out 5/1  Mediabase 15*, BDS Monitored 12*, Indicator 8*!  New: WXRT, WFUV, 
KROK, KSLU, WXRY   Monitored panel almost closed out  Billboard Women In Music “ICON” recipient last month!  Major summer tour 
announced with Garbage and Liz Phair - over 400K tickets sold in one week! Sold out: LA, Portland, Atlanta, DC, Detroit and more

Fruition  “Dawn”
The first single from Broken At The Break Of Day, out this Friday!   BDS Indicator Debut 22*, JBE Tracks Debut 37*, Public Debut 30*!
20 stations this week including WXPN, Music Choice, WRSI, WEHM, KVOQ, WZEW, WNCR and more  ON: WTMD, WFPK, KTBG, KJAC, WYEP, WNRN, 
WDST, KLRR, KNBA, WCLY, WCLX, WBJB, KRSH...    “A cascade of harmonies...feels like a 21st-century soft-rock treasure.” - NPR Music  On tour now

Coming up: 1/27: Kaleo “I Want More,” Hollow Coves “Anew,” Dustbowl Revival “Dreaming,” Lapsley... 
2/3: Katie Pruitt “Expectations,” Pete Yorn “I Wanna Be The One”... 2/10: Grace Potter “Back To Me (feat. Lucius)”...
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Billboard talks about the new Frution single
   “Portland’s Fruition will be bookending its latest album Wild as the Night with 
[this] month’s Broken at the Break of Day, whose melodic, harmony-laden “Dawn” 
[premiered exclusively via Billboard].
   “We kind of planned those two together, what we’re calling ‘companion’ releas-
es,” frontman Jay Cobb Anderson tells Billboard. “We just got to the point where 
we were trying to figure out how to just release a lot of music.” Broken at the Break 
of Day drops on Jan. 17, just over two months after its predecessor and also after a 
series of singles that followed Fruition’s 2018 release Watching It All Fall Apart.
   “They’re connected in a couple of different ways,” Anderson says of Broken and 
Wild, each of which has seven songs. “They’re all us and there’s the theme of the 
whole night and day kind of thing. We put out Night first because for touring musicians nighttime is when we’re up and 
going and partying and the whole thing, and daytime is more about reflection and, I guess, some of the more sobering mo-
ments, especially on the road.
   “I think they’re just, like, two different sides of the same coin, two different sides of life.”
   The quintet recorded and self-produced Broken mostly in drummer Tyler Thompson’s basement studio, while the track 
“The End of the Day” was recorded at Silo Studios with engineer Todd Divel during the Wild sessions. “After working with 
Tucker Martine, an amazing producer, on Watching It All Fall Apart we learned a lot of tricks and kind of how to manage 
ourselves more and how to hone in and attain the vision for the songs that we have in our head,” Anderson explains. “So it 
was easier, and it was also a bit more challenging ‘cause there was a lot of time pressure. We were recording all these tracks 
in the middle of a tour, so it was kind of hectic and crazy and at times pretty stressful, but things like that create great art, I 
think.”
   “Dawn” came out of the same three-day writing session that produced Wild’s title track and several other songs -- the 
first time in years that Fruition’s three songwriters got together in one place (in Asheville, N.C.) to work on material. “Usu-
ally we write on our own and bring songs to the table, but we were kind of interested in mixing it up and trying to do stuff 
together,” Anderson recalls. “At one point we were taking a break and Mimi picked up a guitar and got a riff going. I got a 
stream of consciousness flow going about how hectic days can be sometimes and how they can fly by, and when the song 
was finished we really dug it.”
   Anderson isn’t predicting that Wild and Broken will turn into a night and day performance cycle yet. But he does predict 
that the songs will add a few different elements to the group’s live show as it tours to promote Broken.
   “There’s definitely some things we’ve never done before that we’re going to be trying onstage, just because of the songs,” 
he says. “’At the End of the Day’ has Tyler our drummer and Jeff Leonard our bass player playing brooms, which I saw at a 
Neil Young concert when he did ‘Harvest Moon’ and one of his drummers just played the broom. I just loved it and thought, 
‘Man, if we could throw that into one of these songs that would be sweet’; Dreams come true, and it’s happening. And we 
have some other conceptual ideas that may also come along. It’s going to be a lot of fun.” - Billboard, 12/5/19

The Tennesseean takes a look at Devon Gilfillan’s Rainbow
   “What happens when you send soul music on an intergalactic journey? 
   You get “Black Hole Rainbow,” the impassioned major label debut from Nashville song-
writer Devon Gilfillian. 
   The album, out Friday on Capitol Records, spins listeners through planet-shaking emotion 
and star-gazing sonic landscapes — sounds of modern R&B and psychedelia pushed into 
the stratosphere through stories of all-too-human love and loss. 
   Gilfillian debuted “Black Hole Rainbow” Monday for a select audience at the Sudekum 
Planetarium in Nashville. 
   “It does have a space theme and that’s why we’re here,” said Gilfillian, a Philadelphia na-
tive who relocated to Nashville to launch his music career. “But really it represents getting 
pulled into the darkness sometimes.” 
   “That’s what the record’s about. It’s about falling in love. Falling out of love. And learning 
how to love yourself. And not just (to) get out of the darkness, but get through the darkness 
so you can see the beauty and the colors and the rainbow and the good that comes out of going through that darkness.” 
   Gilfillian captures his journey into darkness and back again with the provocative soul take “Even Though It Hurts” and 
sensual standout “Stay A Little Longer.” On the latter, he sings: “Lying wide awake watching light come through/ Trying 
not to breathe so I don’t wake you/ I know I should be gone by the morning/ But I don’t want to … What if I stayed a little 
longer?”
   He enlisted “wizard producer” Shawn Everett, known for his work with Alabama Shakes and The War on Drugs, to lead 
studio work on the album. 
   “I wanted to take this sound — this rhythm and blues, this soul, this psychedelic rock — and kinda push it forward,” Gilfil-
lian said. “I want to put this soul music on a spaceship and send it to mars. And immediately (Everett) knew what I was 
talking about. 
   “And this is that.”” - Nashville Tennesseean, 1/9/20


